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Foreword

Australia’s start-up ecosystem is in its early stages of development. For it to truly
thrive it requires increased support from angel and early stage investors – of their
funds, time and knowledge. It also needs early stage partners and customers
from industry and government and it needs National and State government
strategies founded on quality data.

Entrepreneurs are the lifeblood of the new ideas that can achieve the envisioned
knowledge economy and rethink how we operate economically and socially.
Female founders bring a different perspective and approach from their male
counterparts to the opportunities that exist or are created.

I call on all investors to participate in supporting Australia’s entrepreneurs and in
particular, female entrepreneurs - It is an amazing opportunity to take part and
grow value in the creative economy. It is exciting, it is educational and it needs
that concerted effort. What a logical way to ensure that women participate in
bringing what is different and important to the table.

For the past decade I have been an enthusiastic angel investor.  I am a
co-founder and until recently founding chair of Scale Investors and we pioneered
a gender focus to investing in women led start-ups and in encouraging women
to be angels. After 8 years Scale is going strong. It is an important part of our
national innovation infrastructure, as is Techboard.

It is an honour to write this forward to Techboard's First Female Founder Funding
Report. Techboard’s objective in publishing this report is to help empower and
encourage women founders... to highlight both the strengths and successes of
some leading female founders but to also inform the development of strategies
to address the challenges faced.

This report will be read by governments of all levels and by industry leaders and
so makes a vital contribution to policies and strategies to encourage and support
investment and partnerships in the entrepreneurial journey and to ensure equal
or better participation and success by entrepreneurial women.

Susan Oliver AM
Chair at Alice Anderson Fund
Australian Angel Investor of the Year 2021
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Executive Summary
For the four year period of this report from 1 July 2017 to 30 June 2021 Techboard
identified 3592 funding events from 2141 companies. A total of 3725 founders
were identified for these funded companies, and then classified them by gender
revealing 654 female founders. This revealed 263 solely female founded
companies and 306 mixed gender teams  totalling 569 funded companies with
at least one female founder. For these female founded companies 875 funding
events were captured.

In this report we have broken down the data by a number of variables to create a
clear picture of where strengths and weaknesses may lie and assist in
formulation of strategies to build upon or address these. These variables include,
state,  financial year, deal size, deal label, funding type and category as well as a
combination of these variables.

Over the four years covered by this report we identified that female founded
companies had secured $5.8b AUD in funding, representing 23.7% of all funding.
Of this amount, 19.7% was secured by companies with a mixed gender founding
team and 4% by solely female founded companies. When looking just at private
investment these percentages are 31.1% (mixed gender team) and 4.4% (solely
female founded) of the total amount of private investment of $10.9b, meaning
companies with a female founder secured a combined 35.5% of all private
investment. It is worth noting that solely female founded companies were much
better represented in terms of number of private investments with 12% of all
deals.

The overall totals for both mixed gender teams and solely female founded teams
are very strongly boosted by the successes of a small number of very high profile
companies as illustrated by an analysis of the top 10 most funded privately
funded companies. This analysis shows that half of the top 10 privately funded
companies had a female founder and collectively raised 28% of all private
funding recorded for the period. The companies in this small elite group are
Judobank (which had 2 female co-founders Kate Keenan and Jacqui Colwell),
Airwallex (Lucy Yueting Liu), Canva (Melanie Perkins), Brighte (Katherine
McConnell) and Octopus Deploy (Sonia Stovell), all of which received over $100m
in investment. If we consider all forms of funding there are another three female
founded companies that join this $100m club, Uniti Group, Creso Pharma and
SpeeDX.
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The past four years has seen a strong upward trend of the amount of funding
received by female founded companies and strong upward trends in the
proportion of funding going to both mixed gender teams and solely female
founded companies. Over the entire period the growth of private investment
funding secured by companies with at least one female founder outstripped
overall growth, with average annual growth rates of 189% for mixed teams and
280% for solely female founded teams, compared to 61% for all male teams.

The level of funding to solely female founders grew from FY2020 to FY2021 with
overall funding increasing 19% from $367m to $436m. Debt financing secured by
Brighte made a major contribution to this amount.  Little Green Pharma
(ASX:LGP) and Zelira Therapeutics (ASX:ZLD) led the growth of public funding for
female founded companies, with total public funding jumping from $18.7 to
$65.2m from FY20 to FY21.  FY21 however saw a reduction in the proportion of
private investment going to female founded companies from a combined 44.4%
to 29%. This represented a drop in their proportion of private funding for mixed
teams of -16.2% and solely female founded teams of -23.1%.

While funding from the public markets play a significant role in the overall
funding mix with 22% of all funding, female founded companies have secured
collectively only 7.4% between mixed teams and solely female founded teams.

Despite the growth we identified that solely female founded companies, and to
a lesser extent mixed teams, raised significantly less per round when compared
to all male founding teams. For example Series A rounds are on average 66.8%
smaller for solely female founded teams compared to all-male, Seed rounds were
63.3% smaller on average. This trend does not continue into much later stage
deals, where mixed gender teams are tending to out-perform all male teams.

Female founded companies collectively closed 19 megadeals of $50m+.

Of the states Victoria leads the way in terms of the proportion of private funding
going to female founded companies, with companies with at least one female
founder securing $2.466b. This represents 55.6% of private investment in Victoria.
Female founded companies in New South Wales secured only 20.7% of all private
funding in New South Wales ($1.032b).  When we look at deals rather than
dollars, female founded companies in NSW accounted for 26% of deals in that
state compared to 25.6 % in Victoria, but a much higher number of deals 238
(NSW) to 140 (Vic).
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The most funded categories for female founded companies are Health & biotech
and Fintech. Other leading categories for female founded startups include
(along with examples), Adtech & Martech (Canva), AI (Silicon Quantum
computing, FlamingoAI), People Solutions (Expert 360), Agritech (The Yield) as
well as Energy & Cleantech (Brighte), Parenting, Consumer Goods and Business
Software (Octopus Deploy).
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Introduction

Background to this report

Techboard has been contracted by the Australian Government via the
Department of Industry, Science, Energy and Resources to provide data on
funding secured by Australian Startups and Young Technology companies.

Techboard was also commissioned to supplement its data by additionally
identifying startups and tech companies that are founded by women, both in
terms of historical data and ongoing monitoring.  That work has enabled
Techboard to supplement its data by establishing a fourth data-set on Company
Founders to add to its datasets on Companies, Funding Events and
Investors/funders and to undertake the analysis contained in this report.

This report only draws upon Techboard’s own data and does not compare our
data to datasets assembled by other data companies such as Crunchbase,
Beauhurst, Pitchbook, CB Insights or others.

Methodology - Company Classification by Team Gender

The approach taken by Techboard to the task of classifying companies by team
gender was a combination of checking company and personal linkedin profile
pages both via a scraper and manual review. Additional manual desk research
was undertaken where necessary, starting with the source we had identified for
the funding event.

To assist in identifying female founded companies we referenced a number of
sources including websites for organisations supporting female founders such as
Springboard Enterprises and Heads over Heels,  We also took note of the source
of funding, such as Boosting Female Founders grant recipients and the Shestarts
Accelerator.

Where a person was identified as a co-founder where possible we attempted to
identify the additional founder or founders.  There were some companies where
it was harder to identify the founders. This was sometimes due to the companies
not using the same lexicon of founder/co-founder, focusing instead on the
operational role of the individual. This approach was quite prevalent in more
scientific or corporate type companies.
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The language of “founder” is used more in Startup than in the corporate world or
the research environment. As a result, some assumptions have been made in the
case of a number of companies where people described as “owner”, “proprietor”,
“Director”, “Managing Director” were classified as “Founder”.

We also noted that companies that were recipients of government grants,
especially Federal government grants often tended to have a lower public profile,
often with no Linkedin, sometimes with no website.  We also found it more
difficult to identify the founders of many recipients of the Boosting Female
Founders Grant for the same reasons.

In classifying founders by gender, we used cues including name, visual
appearance (from available images) and any gender descriptions used in
materials referenced. From these cues if a person appeared to be of one gender
we classified them as such. We did not come across any founders whom we
were uncertain of their gender but may have accidentally classified a very small
number of founders.

About Techboard’s Datasets

Techboard is the number one source for up-to-date data on the Australian
startup and young technology company ecosystem.

Techboard maintains four interlinked datasets:

Company Profiles Techboard operates Australia’s largest publicly searchable
directory of Australian startups and young technology companies (with now over
4,300 company profiles).

Funding Events
Techboard monitors mentions of funding events for companies in the Techboard
Directory and in the market generally both in the press and on social media
channels. Techboard also accepts reports of funding events directly. Techboard
tracks a wide variety of funding events such as private investment (including
venture capital, angel groups, corporate venture and high-net-worths),
investment via public markets, grants and awards, crowdfunding (both equity
and reward), accelerator programs and acquisitions. At the time of writing
Techboard had captured over 3750 funding events.

Funders/Investors
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With all the funding events that Techboard captures we also capture the identity
of all investors that are disclosed either in news or social media reports or as
reported to Techboard. Techboard’s dataset of funders is currently over 1350
funders/investors.

Company Founders
Techboard has identified, classifies and recorded the founders of all companies
for which it captures funding events, currently at over 3800 founders.

Where does Techboard get its data?

Data is collated by the Techboard team from public sources both manually and
via semi-automated screening of the companies in the Techboard Directory.
Techboard gets its data from a variety of sources including of course the
excellent startup and tech sector press in Australia, extensive desk research as
well as deals, grants and other funding events that are announced on Techboard
by companies wishing to increase their exposure. Techboard also gets funding
events reported to it by Companies, Investors and Government Agencies. More
recently Techboard has begun to supplement its data collected from other
sources with data from the Australian Securities and Investments Commission.

Which companies are included in this Funding Report?

Techboard collects funding data on Australian startups and young tech
companies which are eligible for a listing on Techboard. It is only funding events
for these companies that are included in this report. Techboard’s interpretation
of this phrase is set out below.

What is meant by “startups and technology companies”?

Companies that have proprietary technology or intellectual property at the core
of their product or service offering (ie: they are commercialising a technology
they have developed) OR they are a high growth potential Startup (which will
generally have technology at its core).

What does “Australian” mean?

Companies that are based or born in Australia or have some significant link to
Australia. What can be included:

1. Company was founded in Australia, or
2. Company was founded overseas but has relocated both its headquarters and
some significant operational activities to Australia.
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What is meant by ‘Young’ for Technology companies??

At the beginning of 2017 Techboard made a strategic decision to limit Techboard
to companies younger than 10 years old, with some exceptions, for example, if
the Company has had a significant pivot and is effectively reborn OR if the
company has yet to launch a product that has had an extended development
period. Changes in corporate structure are not considered when calculating the
10 years if the business is ostensibly the same (ie through ASX listing). More
recently Techboard has revised its age cut-off to companies that commenced in
2007 or later.

Over recent years an increasing number of foreign companies have listed on the
ASX. Generally speaking these companies will not be added to techboard or their
Funding events included in our reports, unless the company sets up significant
activities in Australia, more than establishing a registered office required for
compliance purposes.

Why are ASX Listed Companies included?

The traditional source of funding for startups globally is usually private
investment with seed and early expansion funds coming from private equity or
venture capital sources. Techboard was born in and is based in Western Australia.
Western Australia is a State which has gone through significant periods without
any venture capital funds being based in the state and the Australian Stock
Exchange has become a valid source of venture capital level funding for startups,
many of which are based in Western Australia.  As can be seen in this report the
levels of funding raised by early stage listed tech companies are in the same
ballpark to what is raised by private companies from venture capital and other
private investors.

Categorisation of Companies

In the absence of a suitable categorisation approach, Techboard developed its
own approach and has categorised all Companies in the Techboard Directory
with up to three categories from 43 categories. For the purposes of ease of
filtering and analysis such as that undertaken in this Report each company has
also been designated a primary category. More detail on the categorisation
approach is available on the Techboard website.

What type of funding events are included in this Report?

This funding report covers funding from accelerator programs, acquisitions,
crowdfunding (reward and equity), major debt instruments (sometimes called
venture debt), grants (including awards and prizes), initial coin offerings, initial
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public offerings and reverse takeovers, ASX placements and private investment
including venture capital.

Equity Crowdfunding

The term “Equity Crowdfunding” is used in this report to refer to a capital raise
under recent amendments to the Corporations Law described in the legislation
as Crowd-Sourced Equity Funding where the investor or backer receives equity
or shares in the company running the crowdfunding campaign.

Debt

Debt, including Venture debt, is a debt facility capped at an agreed amount
(which is the amount recorded by Techboard) generally to provide working
capital to a company.

Grant/Award

Refers to situations where a company receives money other than in exchange for
shares or equity or as part of the purchase of goods or services. Grants are
generally provided by government agencies as part of a grant program but can
be provided by a corporation or individual. In this report the term also covers
awards or prize money. Where a government body enters into a purchase or
procurement contract with a company which is in effect funding the
development of a technological outcome to be delivered under the contract this
is treated as a grant.

ICO (Initial Coin Offering)

An ICO (Initial Coin Offering)or Token Generation Event  is where a company has
a sale of a new crypto-currency, a coin or token. Where a company raises
investment before a pre-sale or private sale this will be recorded as private
investment.

IPO

IPOs (Initial Public Offerings) are when a company first lists on a public stock
exchange, usually, the Australian Stock Exchange (ASX).

Post-Listing Capital Raise

The most common form of raise under this heading is a share placement but the
term also includes share purchase plans and rights issues.

Venture Capital/Private Investment

In this report all private investments including investments made by venture
capital funds, corporates and individuals (other than investments made via
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equity crowdfunding) are recorded by Techboard as Private Investment. This is
regardless of how the round is described.  Private Investment also includes
investments that are made by way of convertible note.
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Data Analysis

1. Overall Distribution by Financial Year

Over the four years of this report Startups with a female founder secured $6.165b
in funding (all types, including private/vc investment, public investment, debt,
equity crowdfunding, reward crowdfunding, grants and awards, and initial coin
offerings). This represented 23.72 % of all funding secured ($24.456b). Solely
female founded companies secured $980.25m or 4.01% of all funding over the
same period.

Figures 1a and 1b and 2a and 2b show both a strong upward trend in overall
funding and a general upward trend in the proportion of overall and private
funding to female founded companies both in terms of mixed teams and solely
female founded companies.

Figure 1a
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Figure 1b: Funding by Founding Team Gender - All Funding Types - FY2018 to FY2021

Growth in funding for female founded companies greatly outstripped the rate of
growth for male only funding teams, with mixed teams having an average  rate
of growth of funding of 214% and solely female founders funding growing on
average by 180%, compared to 48% for all male founding teams.

Figure 1c: Funding Growth by Founding Team Gender - All Funding Types - FY2018 to FY2021

2. Distribution by Funding Type

Venture capital investment was the major source of funding for female founded
companies, representing 63% of the total funding pool, followed by Debt at 21%
and  public investment via the ASX at 8%.

Figures 2a and 2b show the significance of private investment to the funding mix
utilised by startups, and highlights the proportionally higher rate at which
female founded companies are able to secure private investment when
compared to most other funding sources.
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Figure 2a

Figure 2b: Distribution by Funding Type FY2018-FY2021

Fig 2c Distribution by funding type - Female Founded Companies
FY2018 - FY2021
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Fig 2d: % of Funding Mix by Gender FY2018 - FY2021

It should be noted that the entirety of the proportion of debt financing secured
by female founders is exclusively fintech and for three companies, Judo Bank,
Brighte and Timelio.

Public funding via the Australian Stock Exchange is an important part of the
funding mix. Techboard data on public capital raisings include IPOs and
post-listing raises by placement and other mechanisms. Techboard’s data shows
a very low proportion of funds raised on the public markets in Australia by female
founded companies (both mixed and solely female founded) representing only
8% of all funds raised. For solely female founded startups the number is 10.94%. It
should be noted Adore Beauty’s $269m IPO in 2020 is not included in
Techboard’s data due to its age (the company was formed in 2000).

Equity crowdfunding has seen female founders raise comparatively high
proportions of funding, This proportion has diminished somewhat over the last
several years. It should however be noted that the approach taken by Techboard
has not seen all equity crowdfunding raises captured as several were considered
to not meet Techboard’s listing criteria (refer to the Introduction above).
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Across figures 3b and 3c and 4b and 4c it can be seen that the amount of
funding to startups with a female founder across most funding types is
increasing over time.

Figure 3a

Figure 3b
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Figure 3c: Distribution by Funding Type - Dollars ($mAUD) FY2018 to FY 2021

Figure 4a
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Figure 4b

Figure 4c: Figure 3c: Distribution by Funding Type - Deals FY2018 to FY 2021
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Figures 5 illustrate that the past four years have seen a strong upward trend of
the amount of funding received by female founded companies and strong
upward trends in the proportion of funding going to both mixed gender teams
and solely female founded companies. FY 2021 however saw a reduction in the
proportion of private funding going to female founded companies from a
combined 44.38% to 29% (6.2% to 3.8% for solely female founded teams). The year
also saw a slight reduction in the proportion of investments into female founded
companies 26.4% to 25% (12.1% to 10.9% for solely female founded teams).  This
discrepancy appears to be due to significant increases in deal value mostly going
to male founded teams.

As with overall funding rates, the growth of private investment funding secured
by companies with at least one female founder outstripped overall growth, with
average annual growth rates of 189% for mixed teams and 280% for solely female
founded teams, compared to 61% for all male teams. The rate of growth however
fell from FY 2020 to FY 2021 for both mixed teams (-16.25%) and solely female
founded teams (-23.1%).

Fig 5 Growth rate of private funding by team gender

Figures 6a and 6b show a strong overall upward trend for both mixed gender
teams and solely female founded teams, with a weakening of the trend in H1
2020. It may be interesting to note that mixed gender teams have consistently
seen a spike in funding in or around the June quarter of each financial year and
appears to be more cyclical than for only male founding teams.

The clear upward overall trend for solely female founded companies which is
evident on the quarterly breakdown in figure 6a until H2 2020, does not appear
to continue into H1 2021, with total investment in solely female founded
companies dropping to levels not seen since 2019.
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Figure  6a

Figure 6b Private Investment by Quarter and FY2018 to FY2021
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Despite acquisitions not strictly being a funding type and don’t necessarily
involve an injection of funds into a startup, Techboard has been collecting data
on acquisitions.  This dataset is unfortunately not exceptionally instructive as the
value or purchase price is not disclosed in more than 50% of acquisitions.

Fig 7a Fig 7b
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3. Distribution by State

All Funding Types

Over the last four years Startups in each of New South Wales and Victoria have
seen startups raise almost $10b across all funding types as illustrated in Fig 7a
and b. Interestingly, while Victoria leads the way in terms of the proportion of
funding going to female founded companies, with companies with a female
founder securing 34.7% of funding in Victoria but only 15.2% in New South Wales.

As is consistent throughout this report, the success of more mature startups
doing mega-deals is distorting the overall picture. Of the $3.55b secured across
all funding types by female founded companies in Victoria, $3.28b of that
amount relates to two Melbourne based companies, Judo Bank and Airwallex.
When we look at deals rather than dollars, female founded companies in NSW
accounted for 25.3% of deals in that state compared to 23.6 % in Victoria, but a
much higher number of funding events 354 (NSW) to 201 (Vic).

South Australia came a close second to Victoria when it comes to the proportion
of funds going to female founded companies, with 29.1% of funds going to
female founded companies, although that is dominated by successive raises by
listed Uniti Group, previously Uniti Wireless (ASX:UWL). Queensland saw 15.5% of
funds going to female founded firms (dominated by one deal by Octopus Deploy
for $233m). Excluding the Northern Territory and Tasmania, where Techboard’s
dataset is too small to enable useful analysis, the ACT had the lowest proportion
of funds going to startups with at least one female founder, at only 14.4% of all
ACT funding and Female founded startups in Western Australia securing 14.9% of
funding.

Figure 8a.
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Figure 8b

Figure 8c: Distribution by States - All Funding Types FY2018 - FY2021

Private/VC investment

Figures 9a to 9h show shifts in amount and proportions of private investment by
gender for the four years FY2018 to FY2021. When reviewing the charts, care
should be taken to look at the units on the horizontal axis as amounts raised
have been increasing year on year.
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Of the states Victoria leads the way in terms of the proportion of private funding
going to female founded companies, with companies with at least one female
founder securing $2.466b. This represents 55.6% of all private startup investment
in Victoria. Female founded companies in New South Wales secured only 20.7%
of all private funding in New South Wales ($1.032b).  When we look at deals rather
than dollars, female founded companies in NSW accounted for 26% of deals in
that state compared to 25.6 % in Victoria, but a much higher number of deals 238
(NSW) to 140 (Vic).

IMPORTANT NOTE:
Techboard’s Western Australian dataset has been supplemented with
information on a number of unpublished deals, ie: investments that have not
been featured in the press or otherwise disclosed in adequate detail by the
company to be included in Techboard’s dataset.  This data was obtained by
undertaking searches at the Australian Securities and Investments
Commission (ASIC) for a commercial client. This Commission has informed
Techboard’s ongoing investigation of adding ASIC data into its data capture to
help produce the fullest possible picture of investment into Australian Startups
which is intended to give a full picture of all private investment into identified
Startups and ongoing monitoring of their unpublished raises.

As a result of this data’s inclusion WA’s results are somewhat inflated when
compared to other states where no ASIC data was utilised, however funding for
WA startups is so low that this did not distort the results of this report.

Figure 9a: Distribution by States - Private/VC investment FY2018 - FY2021
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Figure 9b - 9i Private Investment by State (Amount $mAUD) - Individual Years

Fig 9b Fig 9c

Fig 9d Fig 9e
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Fig 9f Fig 9g

Fig 9h Fig 9i

4. Funding Distribution by Deal Size
In this report we analyse private investment both by deal size and deal label as
many investments are unnamed rounds (the approach Techboard has been
taking has generally been to utilise a deal label only when the company or
investor names the investment round). This dual approach is also useful due to
the trend for increasing value per deal label.

Figure 10a
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Figure 10b Funding Distribution All Types (excl M&A) - FY 2017 - FY2021

What is particularly interesting is how there are a number of deal sizes that are
almost or completely devoid of female founded companies, especially when
companies with a female founder are represented in larger deal sizes.  The
$20m-$50m bracket has hardly any female founded companies present across
the 4 years of this report, with no female founded companies being funded in
this bracket in FY2018 or FY2019. This does not appear to be just as a result of the
category the company is in as there is a reasonable spread of categories in this
deal size.
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Figure 13a

Figure 13b: Private Investment Distribution by Amount

Figure 13 - Private Investment by Deal Size (Amount) - Individual years

Fig 13a Fig 13b
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Fig 13c Fig 13d

Fig 13e Fig 13g

Fig 13h Fig 13i

5. Private Investment by Deal Label
This section of the report demonstrates similar trends to what was seen above
when considering deal size. In this section we consider gender mix by number of
deals, overall investment, change over time and perhaps most interesting, a
comparison of deal label and deal size.

The data shows that representation of female founded companies, both solely
female founded and mixed founding teams is higher in the early (seed and
pre-seed) and in later stages Series D-E. Female founded startups seem to start
experiencing reduced representation at Series A, with roughly half the
representation of female founded companies securing Seed investment.  We
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have yet to identify any reason behind this trend.  The proportion of female
founders particularly in mixed teams in later rounds, (series D onwards) is not
statistically significant but is nonetheless surprising considering the apparent
lack of funding in the mid rounds.

Figures 14a and b and 15a and b illustrate that Pre-seed and Seed rounds have an
almost identical gender split when looking both at deals and dollars over the
four years. The size of the dataset of pre-seed deals is so comparatively small, for
most purposes it should probably be merged with seed deals.

Pre-ICO is mostly a defunct deal label due to the decline of Initial Coin Offerings
and Token offerings and similar.

Pre-IPOs are becoming more significant recently with resurgence of use of the
Australian Stock Exchange as a later stage funding option used by more mature
startups/scaleups. Despite the overall picture with pre-IPO raises looking similar
in profile to Series A raises, the data shows no positive trend in terms of gender
diversity over the four years.

Figure 14a Figure 14b

Figure 14c Figure 14d
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Figures 15a to 15h illustrate a drop in the representation of female founded
companies after Seed stage increase in representation in later stages.
unfortunate step backwards evident in FY 2021 with a significant reduction in
female representation in Series B and C.

Figure 15 - Private Funding by Deal Label Individual Years

Fig 15a Fig 15b

Fig 15c Fig 15d

Fig 15e Fig 15f
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Fig 15g Fig 15h

Figures 16a-16j are amongst the most interesting in this report illustrating a very
significant trend of smaller deal sizes for solely female founded companies and
to a lesser extent mixed teams when compared to all male founding teams. This
is certainly worth investigating further.

Figure 16 - Average Size of Investment $m(AUD) by deal label over time

Fig 16a Fig 16b

Fig 16c Fig 16d
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Fig 16e Fig 16f

Fig 16g Fig 16h

Fig 16i Fig 16j

As with what was revealed in figures 16a to 16j above, figures 17a to 17j show that
female founded companies tend to raise less per round than all male founding
teams.

Despite the growth we identified that solely female founded companies, and to
a lesser extent mixed teams, raised significantly less per round when compared
to all male founding teams. For example Series A rounds are on average 66.8%
smaller for solely female founded teams compared to all-male, Seed rounds were
63.3% smaller on average. This trend does not continue into much later stage
deals, where mixed gender teams are tending to out-perform all male teams.
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Figure 17 - Size of Labelled Rounds (number of deals)

Fig 17a Fig 17b

Fig 17c Fig 17d

Fig 17e Fig 17f

Fig 17g Fig 17h
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Fig 17i Fig 17j

Fig 17i Fig 17j
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6. Distribution by Category - All Funding Types

Across the four years of this report the dominant categories for Australian
startups irrespective of founding team gender are the categories of Fintech and
Health & biotech. Other leading categories for female founded startups include
(along with examples), Adtech & Martech (Canva), AI (Silicon Quantum
computing, FlamingoAI), People Solutions (Expert 360), Agritech (The Yield) as
well as Energy & Cleantech (Brighte), Parenting, Consumer Goods and Business
Software (Octopus Deploy).

One point worth noting is that aside from the Health & biotech category, many
of these apparent trends will represent raises by one or two companies rather
than a cluster. For example, one company Brighte, represents 99.4% of all
disclosed funding to solely female founded fintechs from FY2018 to FY 2021.

Figure 18a
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Fig 18b: Distribution by Category and Gender FY2018 - FY2021

Figure 19
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Figure 20a

Figure 20b

Figure 20c
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Figure 20d
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7. Top Funding Events
The overall totals for both mixed gender teams and solely female founded teams
are very strongly boosted by the successes of a small number of companies as
illustrated by an analysis of the top 10 most funded privately funded companies.
This analysis shows that half of the top 10 privately funded companies had a
female founder and collectively raised 28% of all private funding recorded for the
period

Figure 21 Top 10 Most Funded Companies
(VC/Private investment) FY2018 - FY2021

Top 10 Largest Seed Rounds Mixed Gender Teams FY2018-FY2021
Company State Gender (m$AUD) Primary Category
Carted New South Wales Mixed 13 Adtech & martech
Presagen South Australia Mixed 4.5 AI.
ArtChain Global Victoria Mixed 4 Blockchain
Finch Victoria Mixed 2.25 Fintech
Aurtra Queensland Mixed 2 Energy
Like Family New South Wales Mixed 2 Parenting
Honee Victoria Mixed 1.8 Sport & fitness
Lyka Pet Food New South Wales Mixed 1.6 Food & drink
CardiHab Queensland Mixed 1.5 Health & biotech
Mass Dynamics Victoria Mixed 1.5 Health & biotech

Top 10 Largest Seed Rounds Solely Female Founded Teams FY2018-FY2021
Company State Gender (m$AUD) Primary Category
Meeco New South Wales Solely Female 9.4 Data analytics
Handdii Victoria Solely Female 3.89 Insurtech
Ettitude Victoria Solely Female 2.54 Consumer goods
Arli Victoria Solely Female 2.5 Health & biotech
HowToo New South Wales Solely Female 2.5 Edtech
Handdii Victoria Solely Female 1.5 Insurtech
Circle In Victoria Solely Female 1.5 Parenting
Neighbourlytics Victoria Solely Female 1.25 Data analytics
Spacedraft Western Australia Solely Female 1.2 VR & AR
Goterra ACT Solely Female 1.2 Agritech
Air Robe Victoria Solely Female 1 Consumer goods
Work180 Victoria Solely Female 1 People solutions
CareLynx Queensland Solely Female 1 Health & biotech
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Top 10 Largest Series A Rounds - Combined Mixed and Solely Female Founded Teams
FY2018-FY2021

Company State Gender (m$AUD) Primary Category
Hyper Anna New South Wales Mixed 16 AI.
Mr Yum Victoria Mixed 11 Food & drink
Fleet Space Technologies South Australia Mixed 10.8 Space & Satellites
Currus Biologics Victoria Solely Female 10 Health & biotech
See-Mode Technologies Victoria Mixed 9.7 Health & biotech
Accelo New South Wales Mixed 9 Business software
HealthMatch New South Wales Solely Female 6 Marketplace
Vitable New South Wales Mixed 5.5 Health & biotech
AgriDigital (Full Profile) New South Wales Solely Female 5.5 Agritech
AmazingCo Victoria Mixed 5.1 Entertainment
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Investors
Techboard has been capturing data on the investors that are disclosed as
contributing to private investments into Startups. We have undertaken an
analysis of this data along with data on funding events. One key point to note in
interpreting this data is that, for the most part, Techboard captures total
investment size rather than individual investor contributions.

These tables below are constructed on the basis that:
1. Dollar amounts (generally) represent the total size of an investment round

unless the investor is the sole investor in that round;
2. The number of deals counts every deal an investor is involved in, so a deal

with multiple disclosed investors will be counted for each investor.

Geographical Distribution
Figure 22. Distribution of Investors by Country, Team Gender and No of Deals

FY2018 - FY2021
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Top Investors in Female Founded Companies
Fig 23. Top Investors in Solely Female Founded Companies by Deals FY2018 - FY2021

Fig 24. Top Investors in Solely Female Founded Companies by Dollars

(Note: single investments are excluded)

Fig 25. Top investors in Companies with at least one Female Founder by Deals

Fig 26. Top investors in Companies with at least one Female Founder by Dollars

(Excluding single investments and deals over $100m)
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